one pair of Hearing Protectors...

5 different applications!
2G Musicians

2G Industrial

The MEP2G is the latest generation
in hearing protection with flat
attenuation. Musicians, music lovers
and concertgoers will be able to
experience sound just like before, but
at a reduced level whilst maintaining
the sound quality. In this product
category, you can choose between
four attenuation values: 10,15,19 or 22
dB attenuation. Due to the integration
of filters in a module, there is just a
simple action necessary to fit a filter.
As standard there is one pair of filters
included. Optional filters with different
attenuation values can be ordered.
The design makes this product unique
in its kind and provides a variety of
expansion options as stated in a further
statement.

The MEP2G is not only for music
purposes, but can be expanded
to industrial filters for use in the
workplace. The optional industrial filters
are offered in three different attenuation
values: 19, 24 or 26dB . One simple act
is necessary to make this filter change.

2G In-Ears
2G In - Ear is a single driver monitor,
specially designed for good sound
experience of your favorite audio
equipment. It provides a realistic and
dynamic sound at an affordable price.
In combination with the earpieces
of MEP2G this system provides
excellent insulation from the outside
and accurate sound from your audio
system. Combined with a comfortable
fit earpiece the 2G In - Ear satisfies the
requirements of any music lover.

2G Broadcast
Combine the MEP2G with Broadcast
or security applications . The earpiece
is provided with an acoustic tube
connected to a mini speaker . In this
way, communication is possible up to a
noise level of 95 dB.

2G Boom Mic
It’s difficult to communicate hands free
in a loud (work) environment with a
phone or Private Mobile Radio(PMR).
Yet, to make communication possible,
we offer you the 2G Headset with Boom
Mic. This unit is equipped with a special
noise cancelling microphone allowing
optimal speech to be maintained and
adequate communication is possible .
Headset with Boom Mic fits perfectly
into the MEP2G hearing and can be
attached to most Mobiles and PMR.
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